To the Honorable the Legislature of the State of Georgia:

We, the citizens and residents of the County of Glynn, humbly request that they, the citizens of this State, and support the laws thereof. Therefore, think they are entitled to the common blessings of Providence with other citizens which is justice for the same, as we have no share in the benefits of Providence, and as fish are one of these, the aforementioned Tamba are passed through a large part of the country, to convey their fish to escato. We your Petitioners, think ourselves entitled to being benefited of the benefits of fish, by the fishers at said Tamba being filled up with Dams and Traps which prevent their passage up the said rivers, Laccoi have been as bad for the keeping fish as the Jordan river, and as it fails to have the Salutary Effect, Because there was ever permanently laid down in said rivers, How the rivers came to be first opened, but that the Commissioners should instruct and lay out one fourth of the Main stream or branch of said rivers, that they may have proceeded as the said Dams, and in a few days after all those Dams and Stopages are rebuilt and made more secure, not only prevent fish coming in, but take all that are bred in the river as third into the ocean, by which means there are a few individuals that confiscate the whole benefit of the river. Therefore the Prayers of your Petitioners are that a law might be made by your honorable House, compelling the commissioners to lay off such Traps, dams, and pinnacles, as at their discretion, and your Petitioners will ever pray. For the honor of this State.
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